
I can recognise changes in my body when I do exercise.
I can share my ideas with other people in the class.
I can talk about what exercise does to my body.
I recognise how exercise makes me feel.
I try my best in the challenges I am set.
I understand why it is important to warm up.

I can collect and record my scores and identify areas I need to improve.
I can use key points to help me to improve my sprinting technique.
I share ideas and work with others to manage activities.
I show balance when changing direction at speed.
I show control when completing activities to improve balance.
I show determination to continue working over a period of time.
I understand there are different areas of fitness and that each area challenges my body differently.

I can analyse my fitness scores to identify areas for improvement.
I can choose the best pace for a running event and maintain speed.
I can encourage and motivate others to work to their personal best.
I can identify how different activities can benefit my physical health.
I can work with others to manage activities.
I understand the different components of fitness and how to test them.
I understand what my maximum effort looks and feels like and I am determined to achieve it.

Year 1

Assessment Criteria
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Fitness

I can collect and record my scores, recognising my strengths.
I can complete exercises with control.
I can persevere when I find a challenge hard.
I can provide feedback using key words.
I can use key points to help me to improve my sprinting technique.
I can work safely with others.
I show balance when changing direction.
I understand that there are different areas of fitness.

Year 2

Year 3

I can describe how my body feels during exercise.
I can show hopping and jumping movements with some balance and control.
I persevere with new challenges.
I show determination to continue working over a longer period of time.
I understand that running at a slower speed will allow me to run for a longer period of time.
I work with others to turn a rope and encourage others to jump at the right time.

Year 4

Year 5

I can change my running technique to adapt to different distances.
I can collect, record and analyse scores to identify areas where I have made the most improvement.
I can work with others to organise, manage and record information at a station.
I encourage and motivate others to work to their best.
I understand that there are different areas of fitness and how this helps me in different activities.
I understand the different components of fitness and ways to test and develop them.
I work to my maximum consistently when presented with challenges.

Year 6


